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Good afternoon everyone 
and welcome to Bolitho Park 
for today’s game against 
Cadbury Heath. I hope their 
staff, management, players and 
supporters enjoy their time here 
with us today.

Unfortunately Cadbury Heath are one of the four 

teams in the league who have been affected by the 

coronavirus and had to implement the mandatory 

quarantine period which ended yesterday. We 

hope those affected have fully recovered and they 

are now clear to resume playing. The visitors last 

played on 3 October going down to a 4-0 defeat 

to Cribbs. They were also forced to forfeit their FA 

Vase fixture and are now out of the competition. 

Their form in the league prior to their fixture 

suspension was mixed with 3 wins and 5 defeats. 

I’ve no doubt they’ll be raring to go today after 

their enforced lay off, keen to resume playing and 

they will provide us with a stiff challenge for which 

we must be fully prepared. 

I was disappointed with the outcome of the 

Wellington game, particularly our first half display 

where I thought we were off the pace against a 

team we had beaten convincingly only 17 days 

earlier. Despite a much improved second half 

display where we upped our game and created 

numerous chances, we were unable to break 

down a resolute defence and benefited from 2 

penalties in the game to get the draw and remain 

undefeated. Going behind twice in the first half 

gave us a bit too much to do in the second half and 

proved once again that no games in the league 

are a given and we cannot afford to become 

complacent and expect to win every game. As I’ve 

repeatedly said, anyone can beat anyone on their 

day and Saturday was almost one of those days for 

us. Credit to Wellington who stuck to their game 

plan, worked hard all over the pitch and ultimately 

we weren’t didn’t do enough on the day. Lessons 

have been learnt and I’ll be looking for a positive 

response from the players today to get back on 

the winning track and hopefully go on another 

unbeaten run.

Results elsewhere on Saturday saw second placed 

Street defeated meaning our lead at the top of the 

table stretched to 10 points. Bradford and Cribbs 

had midweek wins along with Tavistock who 

moved up to second place by winning one of their 

games in hand at Wellington and are now 10 points 

behind having played 2 games less. Exmouth, also 

playing one of their games in hand, lost at home to 

Shepton Mallet, their first home defeat in 2 years. 

Unfortunately Bitton are another team who have 

recently had positive tests of the virus within their 

squad and have had all their fixtures postponed 

up to 3rd November. Consequently the table is 

beginning to have a rather unbalanced look with 

teams having played a differing number of games. 

All we can do is hope our future fixtures are not 

disrupted, take each game as it comes, stay 
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focussed on our own performances, maintain our 

high standards and see where it takes us.

Again, a big thank you to all our supporters as this 

game is another Bolitho Park sell out which makes 

it seven on the spin. I think you have all enjoyed 

some fine football over the weeks and we hope 

this continues tomorrow. 

Enjoy thr game and may the best team win. 
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Resident Parkway DJ Chris Trace always delivers on 
match days as he gets fans ready for the 90 minutes 
with a carefully selected playlist

Here is the Halloween inspired playlist for today’s 
game against Cadbury Heath

#TracksByTrace v Cadbury Heath

There’s a ghost in my house - R Dean Taylor

The sound of silence – Disturbed

Blinding lights - The Weeknd

Superstition - Stevie Wonder

Tick Tock - Clean Bandit & Mabel

Levitating - Dua Lipa

Dream on Me - Ella Henderson & Roger Sanchez

Halloween Triple Tracker - DJ Trace

Dancing in the Moonlight – Toploader

People are strange - The Doors

Mama told me not to come - Tom Jones & The Stereophonics

Therapy - Duke Dumont

Only Girl in the world (Insomnia remix) - DJ Trace feat. Rihanna 

Magic Carpet Ride - Mighty Dub Katz

Offshore 97 - Chicane with Power circle 

I Put a Spell on You – Sonique

Nightmare (remix) - DJ Trace vs Brainbug

Crying at the Discotheque - Sophie Ellis Bexter

Teardrops - Womack & Womack

Monster Mash - Bobby ‘Boris’ Pickett & The Crypt Kickers

Monster - The Automatic 

Ghost Town - The Specials

Round are way - Oasis

Want to select a track for 
a match day? Tweet your 
choice to @PlymouthPFC 

ahead of a game

#TweetYourTrack





#CAPTAINFANTASTIC
Above: Billy Palfrey has enjoyed a fine start to the season and his goal away vs Wellington 
was voted goal of the month for September! Happy Birthday for Sunday Bill 

Below: The Birthday theme continues this weekend as GK Kyle Moore also celebrates his 
birthday on Sunday! A Cleano would be a nice present for Parkways No.1 
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The Toolstation Western League is asking fans to support their local football clubs on and 

off the field this season by observing the Covid-19 guidance. Whilst specific guidance varies 

from Club to Club, depending on their facilities, supporters are being asked to observe social 

distancing and avoid close contact with others not in their social or support bubble.

If fans need to access any of the ground’s amenities, such as toilets, food and drink outlets, 

they should check to see if any of them are not in use, and plan accordingly. Maintaining 

good hand hygiene, using sanitiser dispensers is also advised. Sadly, fans are still being 

urged to take extreme care when singing or celebrating, avoiding hugs, high-fives and any 

close contact with anyone not in their household. Like all its Clubs, the Western League has 

appointed a Covid Officer.

Since his appointment George McCaffery has been supporting Club Officials with their Covid 

questions. Unlike professional entertainment venues, Non-league football is run by an army 

of volunteers, who must now ensure their games are Covid compliant, along with the host of 

other responsibilities they’ve agreed to undertake on a match day.

George’s message to fans is simple, “let’s keep playing, keep watching and follow the 

guidance. We all have a part to play in defeating the virus, especially fans. Don’t wait to 

be told what to do. Use your common sense and support your local Club by helping the 

volunteers make sure that everything is Covid compliant. If you have any concerns about how 

a Club is implementing its Covid-19 Risk Assessment, please contact a Club Official, either in 

person or by email. Remember that whatever your hope for your Club this season, Covid-19 is 

the one opponent we all want to beat.”



www.ppfc.co.uk
@plymouthpfc

#RoundOurWay

PLYMOUTH PARKWAY

CHAIRMAN    Mark Russell
VICE CHAIRMAN    Gez Baggott
CLUB SECRETARY  Genny Turner
GENERAL MANAGER  Garry Turner

FIRST TEAM MANAGER   Lee Hobbs
FIRST TEAM COACH  Matt Cusack
FIRST TEAM PHYSIO  Peter White
FITNESS COACH   Matt Godfree

GROUNDSMEN    Garry Turner  
    Peter White

FOUNDING VICE PRESIDENT  Vic Easterbrook

SPORTS REPORTER  Graham Lloyd
VIDEO CAMERAMAN  Mike Parrish
SOCIAL MEDIA   Gavin Lloyd

LIFE VICE PRESIDENTS 
Stuart Cadmore 

Alan Horswell 
Colin Edwards 

Charlie Baggott 
Gez Baggott 
Mark Young 
Brian Martin 
Ian Watson

Jim Parsons

2 0 2 0 - 2 0 2 1
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Summer signings are always a big 

talking point throughout the non-

league circle. Some may go who? 

Why? And why did we get rid of 

those players in the first place? For 

Harrison Davis, Plymouth Parkway 

has become a home for a player 

who was low on confidence and not 

enjoying his football. 

The young winger has been 

converted to an attacking right 

back and the former Southampton 

academy player has brought a smile 

to every Parkway fan who has had 

the pleasure of watching the No.2 in 

action. This culminated in H winning 

the converted player of the month 

award for September. 
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Davis went under the radar for a 

large period of pre-season with the 

attention turning to names people 

were familiar with including Matt 

Wright, Mike Landricombe and 

Stevie Colwell. 

It was the manager Lee Hobbs 

who knew he had a hidden gem in 

his squad and as the pre-season 

schedule rolled on, Davis soon 

became the talk of the town. Davis 

is not your typical footballer off the 

pitch as the youngster is a quiet 

figure but one that is firmly part of 

the Parkway family. 

A passion for Golf to boot, H looks 

like he is enjoying his football once 

again, which will only bode well for 

Parkway as the season continues. 

As will the search for a top bin 

spectacular from the boot of the 

talented right back

HAPPY 21st FOR SUNDAY H



The Door Doctor
Domestic & Commercial

Call us for PVC & Aluminium door & Window Repairs
Handles    •    Hinges    •    Stays    •    Patio Door Repairs 

Faulty Double Glazed Sealed Units    •    Garage Door Repairs 
Faulty Window & Door Mechanisms 

Free Estimates And No Call Out Charges!

YOUR LOCAL MOBILE REPAIR SERVICE

Call today: 01752 221 156   •   www.thedoordoctor.co.uk
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A VIEW FROM THE CROW’S NEST
Eleven games in, undefeated and 
some fantastic football on show… 
Not much more to add really but 
let’s try! 

It’s been a superb start to the 
2020/21 Western League season for 
Lee Hobbs and his new Parkway en-
semble but the same old mantra of 
one game at a time always reverber-
ates loudest around Bolitho Park. 

Yes, the start has been quick, rapid 
and with only a few glitches along 
the way but that’s no more than this 
squad of players would have hoped 
for as Southern League pedigree is 
now sprinkled throughout the dress-
ing room. 36 goals in 11 games is a 
statement in itself as Parkways goal 
difference is by far the best in the 
division as the Devon side sit top of 
the Western League perch. 

It’s a perch they have become a 
custom to after entering the West-
ern League three years ago, but it’s 
a perch that has eluded them on the 
final day of the season as first Wil-
land then Coronavirus would spoil 
the party. 

Can they go one better this season? 
On the early showing yes, of course 
they can. They have newfound 
swagger in the shape of Matt Wright 
and River Allen, but they also have 
their Achilles Heel which haunted 
them last season as the so-called 
weaker teams would make life tricky 
at Bolitho!

To be fair, Wellington probably had 
the best defensive shape that an 
away side has travelled to Bolitho 
with so far and a game plan which 
was executed perfectly during the 
first 45 mins. Second half was more 
of a scrambled mess to hold onto 
their lead, but they did what they 
needed to do and should be ap-
plauded for that. 



Here in lies the problem we feel Park-
way have, it’s all eyes on them and 
that’s the way it will be, and it will 
be RELENTLESS this season! May-
be that’s the way it’s gonna be and 
Lee and his squad will be more than 
aware of that. And they should be 
with the “ridiculously large budget” 
(as mentioned in recent match 
reports) they are on? (Frown emoji) 
Definitely not ridiculous and working 
within the club means but this will 
continue to be written we are sure! 

Peel back the politics and pressure 
and what are you left with? You are 
left with a manager, a coach, a back-
room staff and a squad of players 
that have an abundance of talent 
which Plymouth are lucky to have! 
It’s a squad that are filled with local 
lads who are proud to wear the shirt 
and it’s a season that will be full of 
excitement, despair and probably the 
odd swear word along the way! 

We’ve enjoyed it so far and we hope 
Coronavirus doesn’t spoil the party 
again, along with that damn winter 
weather! Lee said the honeymoon 
period was over last weekend, but 
we have many years before the 

seven-year itch kicks in! It begins 
again this Saturday as another 
sell-out crowd gear up for the next 
instalment of this seasons Plymouth 
Parkway story.



07788 664277
CALL US NOW

www.pilgrim-scaffolding.co.uk
find us:
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MIKE LANDRICOMBEKYLE MOORE

STEVE COLWELL SHANE KRAC RIVER ALLEN

MIKEY WILLIAMS LEVI LANDRICOMBERYAN LANEBILLY PALFREY

CALLUM HALL



2 0 2 0 2 0 2 1

HARRISON DAVIS

MATT WRIGHT

LEE HOBBS MATT CUSACK SAM DOEL MATT GODFREE

RYAN RICHARDS

ROB FARKINS CRAIG VEAL

JORDAN BENTLEY





C A D B U R Y  H E A T H
1894 THE HEATHENS  SPRINGFIELD   TOOLSTATION WESTERN LEAGUE RED & WHITE

The Club was first established 
in 1894 by Cadbury Heath Adult 
School (later to be known as 
Cadbury Heath Primary School) 
when Cadbury Heath was just a 
little narrow, one-street village, 
way outside the boundaries of 
Bristol.

Our first pitch was situated at Mill Lane, changing 
in the Social Club and heating up water for tin 
baths. With a break for the War years, and 
the transferring to what is now Coronation 
Park, we progressed from the Bristol & District 
League to Division Two of the Bristol Premier 
Combination, and then to Division One in 1961, 
after winning the GFA Junior Cup in 1950. In the 
60’s the team (only a first team then) built their 
own baths at the Social Club. 

This period of success coincided with the 
renting of our present ground – Springfield 
– for £10 per annum from a local farmer and 
President Jim Warner. This was then an open 
pasture land with cows, a rope had to be put 
around the playing area. It had no Electricity 
Water or Drainage. The tea bar was a garden 
shed. The offer to purchase for £250 was short-
sighted declined, as the field was later sold 
as part of major development land and only 
intense lobbying led by the then Chairman, 
Mike Packer persuaded the Council to allocate 
Springfield as part of Public Open Space leased 
to the Football Club for dual use. 

After five years of planning tribulations 
Floodlights were successfully installed at the 
end of season 2008/2009 this being Phase one 
of Heaths redevelopment plan, being largely 
due to the efforts of Chairman Steve Plenty. The 
Heath and The Social Club went their separate 
ways in season 2011/12. 

Andy Black joined the club for his third spell 
in season 2010/11 appointing Glenn Smart as 
his assistant culminating in the first division 
championship and promotion to the Premier 
Div. in season 2011/12. Then followed two good 
seasons in the premier division with the last 
two seasons being a period of trying to rebuild 
the side after most of the original players either 
retiring or moving on to higher level football. 
Phase two, is in the planning stage which is 
for a new dressing room facility incorporating 
a new clubhouse & new 100 seat stand with a 
covered area for a further 100. 

During season 2015-2016 Roger Coke joined 
the club as coach. Season 2016-2017 starts with 
a new first team coach Phillip Bater Ex Bristol 
Rovers and the introduction of a U18 side who 
will be playing in the Bristol & Glos U18 league. 
Mid season Rob Mallett joined the coaching 
staff to assist Andy Black. First team won the 
GFA Challenge Trophy beating Fairfield Town 
4-3 0n penalties. End of season 

Andy Black resigned as manager and became 
director of football. Season 2017-2018, Rob 
Mallett was appointed first team manager. 
Season 2018-2019 Andy Black was appointed 
first team manager. 2019-2020 John Black has 
joined the management team. Season 2020-
2021 Mitchell Hodge was appointed first team 
manager assisted by Aaron Day.

@CadburyHeathFC

#UTH

#TheHeathens
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 From Humble Beginnings… 

Mark Smith stepped into 
life at Plymouth Parkway 
with an uphill task set out in 
front of him. Stepping into 
the dugout of the Under 
11’s during the 18/19 season, 
Mark would try and build 
a side that had seen two 
managers part company 
with the squad over the 
space of two years. 

Yes, youth football isn’t 
all about winning but to 
all concerned, it definitely 
helps. Mark explains: “When 
me and Jordan (Mark’s son) 
took over, we recruited 
a few coaches and play-
ers ready for the start of 
the 19/20 season and we 
managed an end to end 4-4 
draw.” That result breathed 
life into the team and a new 

ethos around the squad 
with enjoyment of their 
football firmly placed at the 
centre. 

Despite conceding 4 goals, 
the relief of and enjoy-
ment of hitting 4 goals was 
evident in both players, 
management and support-
ers. It laid a foundation for 
the season as the club went 
8 games unbeaten before 
drawing four and losing two 
as the squad began to make 
a name for itself. 

The Under 12’s will try and 
replicate their form ahead 
of this seasons campaign in 
the Under 12 Warspite divi-
sion which begins in earnest 
this month.

Mark adds: “We like to have 
a team of 15 players and 

give all the squad as much 
game time as possible. We 
see this team as a family 
unit and the best part is 
that we are supported by 
fantastic parents who are 
willing to muck in and help 
wherever possible and al-
ways give the lads tremen-
dous support.” 

Youth Football gives the 
lads the chance to mix with 
other peers and gives the 
players the opportunities to 
keep active, focus on their 
football development and 
build a foundation for the 
future in all areas of life – 
Mark Smith PPFC Under 12’s 
manage

Enjoy it lads and keep smil-
ing. 

#RoundOurWay 
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MATCH REPORT

PARKWAY   2

WELLINGTON   2
By Graham Lloyd

Parkway Sports reporter

PARKWAY 2 (Richards pen 38, pen 83) 
WELLINGTON 2 (M Quick 26, Howe 45+2)

The game got off to a slow start with both 
sides taking a while to settle with Parkway 
having the majority of possession and 
Wellington looking to contain. Parkway 
created a half chance on 6 minutes with Levi 
Landricombe seeing his shot blocked after 
good link up play between River Allen and 
Ryan Lane. 

With Parkway struggling to gain control in 
midfield, a Wellington break on 16 minutes 
saw a close range effort from Oliver Holman 
blocked and cleared. Allen then found Krac 
in space with his shot from just outside the 
18 yard area being saved by Tom Welch at 
the second attempt. With Parkway now 
beginning to show more composure, on 
18 minutes a smart interchange between 
Landricombe and Richards saw the latter’s 
shot blocked with Landricombe’s follow 
up effort rattling the cross bar. Parkway 
continued to dominate possession and 
look to work an opening but too often 
their passing was sloppy and their final ball 
lacking quality. Wellington were battling 
hard in midfield and looking to play on the 
break. 

On 23 minutes a driving run into the 18 

yard area by Landricombe saw his shot 
well smothered by Welch. On 24 minutes a 
penetrating run along the right by Harrison 
Davis ended with his deep cross being sliced 
well wide on the volley by Richards. With 
Parkway continuing to lack precision in their 
passing and leaving gaps in midfield, the 
visitors took the lead on 26 minutes. 

Against the run of play a quick break along 
the left exposed the Parkway flank with 
the ball being pulled back to the unmarked 
Miles Quick in the centre of the 18 yard box 
who finished calmly from around 10 yards. 
Parkway continued to have the majority of 
possession but their play lacked intensity or 
direction and apart from a couple of long 
range efforts, rarely threatened the visitor’s 
goal. 

Wellington looking well organised continued 
to frustrate the Parkway midfield and 
another break along the right on 34 minutes, 
saw Dan Williams shoot just over. With 
the Parkway defence being stretched on 
the break, on 35 minutes Kyle Moore was 
forced to race from his goal and concede 
a free kick just outside the penalty area for 
which he received the game’s first yellow 
card. Landricombe was the next to be 
cautioned presumably for remarks made to 
the referee. Parkway continued to look for 
an opening against determined opponents 
and on 38 minutes drew level somewhat 
fortuitously. The unfortunate Josh Champion 
was adjudged to have handled the ball in 
the area with Richards making no mistake 
from the spot. Parkway almost went ahead 
moments later when Matt Wright saw his 
diving header go agonisingly wide after a 
precise cross from the left by Lane. 

With Wellington looking to play balls into 
space along the Parkway flanks, another 
break on 41 minutes saw Scott Merrit go 
clear wide on the right only for his angled 
chip to clip the top of the bar. Wellington’s 
next attack was halted by a foul midway 
inside the Parkway half with Callum Hall 
picking up a yellow card as the visitors 
finished the half the stronger, retaking the 
lead in stoppage time. A corner on the 
right was headed against the near post by 
Dan Williams and with Parkway unable to 
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clear the loose ball, Jesse Howe reacted the 
quickest to turn the ball over the line from 
close range. A bitty, disjointed half from 
Parkway who were unable to exert midfield 
control against a hard working Wellington 
who took advantage of some hesitant 
defending to convert their few chances. 
Parkway, despite having the majority of 
possession, lacked the cutting edge in the 
final third with Wellington defending solidly 
and Welch rarely being tested.

Parkway started the second half at a higher 
tempo with an Allen free kick being well 
defended on 47 minutes and a Krac effort 
on the turn going narrowly wide on 53 
minutes. Billy Palfrey replaced Krac shortly 
afterwards. Merritt saw yellow for a foul 
on 54 minutes as Parkway began to apply 
pressure and play with much more intensity. 

On the hour Landricombe and Wright were 
replaced by Mikey Williams and Veal as 
Parkway began to look far more threatening 
but still unable to breach the visitor’s back 
line. On 61 minutes a determined run and 
cross by Davis found Richards whose 
acrobatic volley forced a superb save 
from Welch. Hall then saw an effort fly just 
over with Williams also seeing his shot go 
narrowly wide as the Wellington goal lead a 
charmed life. The substitutions had certainly 
injected an impetus into Parkway’s play with 
Palfrey influential in midfield spraying passes 
to the flanks bringing Lane and Davis more 
into the game. As Parkway continued to 
press, Wellington made their first change on 
64 minutes with Cameron Sanford replacing 
Howe. On 65 minutes more good play from 
Williams saw his cross find Veal who shot 
just wide. Veal then turned provider with a 
determined run along the left ending with 
his cross finding the unmarked Williams who 
spooned over a golden opportunity from 10 
yards. 

Parkway continued to threaten creating 
chance after chance but the Wellington 
defence held firm managing to block efforts 
from Williams, Veal and Allen. On 70 minutes 
a slick Parkway move down the right saw 
a Davis cross find Allen whose shot was 
superbly saved by Welch. Josh Baker then 
replaced Dan Williams as Wellington looked 
to break up play and slow the game down. 
Parkway were now in total control and 

looking dangerous with every attack but 
a lack of composure at crucial moments 
coupled with last ditch defending from 
Wellington denied the hosts an equaliser. 
Wellington made their final change on 79 
minutes with Mason Raymond replacing 
Merritt with Miles Quick picking up a yellow 
card soon after for illegally halting another 
attack. As the pressure mounted, Parkway 
won a series of free kicks and corners and 
from a corner on 83 minutes they were 
awarded their second penalty after the 
referee spotted Palfrey being bundled over 
in a crowd of bodies. 

Up stepped man of the match Richards 
and, displaying calmness under pressure, 
confidently slammed home the spot kick 
sending Welch the wrong way. With Parkway 
now throwing everything forward searching 
for a winner, on 87 minutes Allen’s shot 
from distance was gathered by Welch at the 
second attempt with the final action seeing 
a Rob Farkins header at the far post go back 
across the 6 yard area and fly narrowly wide. 
Wellington clung on to the end to share the 
spoils and in doing so denied Parkway their 
tenth victory. 

You can find all of Graham’s reports from the 
season so far over on the official Plymouth 
Parkway Website

ppfc.co.uk

PARKWAY GOLDEN BOOT
RYAN RICHARDS  11
RIVER ALLEN   4
MATT WRIGHT  4
MIKEY WILLIAMS 3
LEVI LANDRICOMBE  3
CRAIG VEAL  3
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An old favourite makes a welcome return to the Parkway Review to cheer us up during 
these uncertain times. The idea originated back in 1973 when newspapers introuced it on 
Saturday mornings and it still works in today’s digital market.

So, the club are delighted to add our Parkway take on the classic game.

Over to you Parkway fans, after our recent news that our links with Plymouth Argyle are 
growing, can you guess which ball Billy Palfrey is releasing. For a bonus point, who scored 
the two goals for Argyle in that 2019 friendly? Get involved and Tweet your answers to us 
@PlymouthPFC using the hash tag #SpotTheYellowBall   Good luck to you all #ppfc

It’s a white ball this time but let’s not worry about that.

#SpotTheYellowBall
#ROUNDOURWAY



Mike Norton  
Carpentry & Joinery

mikenorton1000@gmail.com Mike: 07854 404 602

Mike Norton wishes Plymouth Parkway 
continued success in the Western Football 

League

FOR ALL YOUR CARPENTRY NEEDS
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TRAVEL DISTANCES
TEAM Post Code Miles 2 way Time 2 way
Bitton BS30 6HX 134 268 2hr 30mins 5hr 00mins

Bradford Town BA15 1EE 128 256 2hr 30mins 5hr 00mins

Bridgwater Town TA6 4TZ 84 168 1hr 30mins 3hr 00mins

Bridport DT6 5LN 82 164 1hr 30mins 3hr 00mins

Brislington BS4 4TZ 123 246 2hr 20mins 4hr 40mins

Buckland Athletic TQ12 5JU 33 66 0hr 45mins 1hr 30mins

Cadbury Heath BS30 8BX 132 264 2hr 20mins 4hr 40mins

Chipping Sodbury Town BS37 6GA 132 264 2hr 20mins 4hr 40mins

Clevedon Town BS21 6TG 108 216 1hr 45mins 3hr 30mins

Cribbs BS10 7TB 121 242 2hr 00mins 4hr 00mins

Exmouth Town EX8 3EE 51 102 1hr 00mins 2hr 00mins

Hallen BS10 7RU 123 246 2hr 00mins 4hr 00mins

Keynsham Town BS31 2BE 132 264 2hr 25mins 4hr 50mins

Odd Down (Bath) BA2 8PA 119 238 2hr 25mins 4hr 50mins

Roman Glass St George BS32 4AG 121 242 2hr 00mins 4hr 00mins

Shepton Mallet BA4 5XN 104 208 2hr 00mins 4hr 00mins

Street BA16 0TA 99 198 1hr 45mins 3hr 30mins

Tavistock AFC PL19 8JR 13 26 0hr 30mins 1hr 00 mins

Wellington TA21 8NE 71 142 1hr 10mins 2hr 20mins

Westbury United BA13 3AF 127 254 2hr 20mins 4hr 40mins

Total  4078   74hr 10mins

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

FA CUP



FIXTURES 19/20

3rd  Shepton Mallet  3-1
10th Bridgwater Town  4-1
13th Buckland Athletic  1-2
17th Wellington  2-2
24th Cadbury Heath  3pm
31st  Odd Down (Bath  3pm

4th  Street   3pm
7th  Clevedon Town  3pm
11tth Exmouth Town  7:30pm
14th Bridport FC  3pm
21st Bridgwater Town   3pm

5th Chipping Sodbury  3pm
12th Cribbs FC   3pm
19th Odd Down  3pm
26th Tavistock    3pm

2nd  Keynsham Town  3pm
23rd Cadbury Heath  3pm
30th Bradford Town  3pm

6th  Hallen   3pm
20th Roman Glass SG  3pm
27th Bridport FC  3pm

6th Street FC    3pm
13th Clevedon Town  3pm
20th Westbury United   3pm
27th Bitton FC    3pm

2nd  Tavistock    3pm
5th Keynsham Town  3pm
10th Westbury United  3pm
17th Bitton FC    3pm
24th Brislington  3pm

1st  Bradford Town    3pm
8th Shepton Mallet  3pm
15th Roman Glass SG  3pm

1st  Saltash United  1-1 (P)
5th Hallen   1-4
8th Exmouth Town  2-0
12th Chipping Sodbury   0-4
19th Cribbs   5-0
22nd Buckland Athletic  0-0
26th Brislington  0-4
30th Wellington  1-6

4th  St Blazey   1-1
8th  Plymouth Argyle  1-2
16th Truro City   0-0
21st Willand Rovers  2-3
22nd Torpoint Athletic  3-2
29th Melksham Town  3-2

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

For full fixtures and updates visit 
www.ppfc.co.uk/fixtures

#ppfc 
#RoundOurWay

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

P.S.F

FA CUP
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PLYMOUTH PARKWAY
KYLE MOORE (GK)

HARRISON DAVIS

CALLUM HALL

RYAN LANE

JORDAN BENTLEY

ROB FARKINS

MIKE LANDRICOMBE

MIKEY WILLIAMS

SHANE KRAC

JAMES WARD

STEVE COLWELL

RYAN RICHARDS

MATT WRIGHT

RIVER ALLEN

BILLY PALFREY

CRAIG VEAL

LEVI LANDRICOMBE

JAMIE LOWRY

CADBURY HEATH
OLIVER JONES (GK)

TREY ANDERSON

ALI BAMFORD

JAIDEN SAVERY

OLLIE PRICE 

TOBY RENNIE 

LIAM OSWIN

SAM CRUMB 

BEN BROOKS 

JAKE THOMAS

TOM SMALLMAN

LOUI WARD

LEE HARTSHORN

SIMON MCELROY

GEORGE BOON

MILES SCOTT

MANAGERS - MITCHELL HODGEMANAGER - LEE HOBBS

MATCH DAY OFFICIALS
Referee -   TBC 
Assistants -   Ross Wilcox / Steve Carter


